Urban Sustainability Through Synergy: Network of International Model Scientific-Educational Production Centres of Sustainable Development

**Description of event:**
The event will present a new model of scientific-educational production centres of sustainable development as a micro-model of sustainable community in a city. It is supposed to create an international network of such centres. The topics to be considered: structure and functioning of the network; coordination, implementation and control mechanisms; effective educational technologies; Health Development Programme, International Youth Forum on Sustainable Development, etc.

**Name of organization:**
The International Academy of Noosphere (Sustainable Development), Irkutsk Regional Branch (IANSD)

**Description of organization:**
IANSD is an independent self-ruling public-scientific association of scientists and experts working in the field of global problems connected with sustainable development. IANSD was founded in 1991 and in 1998 registered as international. The main objective of the Irkutsk Branch is working out the strategy of sustainable development of the Baikal Region (Russia) and its implementation programme.

**Partner organizations:**
Irkutsk Regional Public Fund
Russian Academy of Natural Sciences
Irkutsk State Technical University
Educational Centre “Torch”
Travel Company “Sirius”, Ltd.

**Confirmed speakers:**
Mr. Vladimir Petrov, Vice President of Irkutsk Regional Branch of International Academy of Noosphere (Sustainable Development)
Mrs. Marina Avakyan, Academic Secretary of Irkutsk Regional Branch of International Academy of Noosphere (Sustainable Development)

**Contact information:**
Mr. Vladimir Petrov
Irkutsk Regional Branch of International Academy of Noosphere (Sustainable Development)
vpetr@angara.ru, sirius@angara.ru